In this paper, we propose a framework that attempts to incorporate landmarks into a segment-based Mandarin speech recognition system. In this method, landmarks provide boundary information and phonetic class information, and the information is used to direct the decoding process. To prove the validity of this method, two kinds of landmarks that can be reliably detected are used to direct the decoding process of a segment model (SM) based Mandarin LVCSR (large vocabulary continuous speech recognition) system. The results of our experiment show that about 30% decoding time can be saved without an obvious decrease in recognition accuracy. Thus, the potential of our method is demonstrated.
Introduction
Currently, the hidden Markov model (HMM) is widely used in speech recognition systems and can achieve good performance. However, the assumptions of HMM, such as constant statistics within an HMM state and observations which are conditional independent, are not realistic for sequences of the speech spectra. To release from the limitations of HMM, some alternative models have been proposed. One of the models is the segment model (SM) [1] .
Although SM can give competitive recognition results, the complexity of computing the joint likelihood and searching for the optimal segment boundaries is high. One of the reasons is that attention is distributed uniformly throughout the speech signal in the decoding process and thus, the blind search is used. So applications of SM are limited to small vocabulary tasks or re-scoring in large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR). In previous works on SM [2, 3] , several methods that can speed up the likelihood computation and segment-based recognition have been proposed and achieve good performance. Nonetheless, the blind search is still used in these methods.
On the other hand, landmark-based speech recognition systems, which rely mainly on precise phonetic knowledge and that exploit distinctive features, have been recently given increasing importance [4] [5] [6] [7] . From the perspective of speech perception, regions near landmarks contain more information than other regions in the speech signal. In this paper we conduct an attempt to speed up SM using the information provided by landmarks. In our method, more attention is focused on the regions around landmarks other than all regions in speech signal. We employed landmarks to guide the search for the best path during decoding in an SM-based system. It should be noted that landmarks are only used to reduce the search space during decoding in our method, which is different from the landmark-based speech recognition systems using phonetic landmarks as a feature describing the signal.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in the next section we describe the details of the landmarks. In Section 3, the introduction of the stochastic segment model (SSM) is given. Section 4 introduces how the landmark information is integrated into the SM system. In Section 5, the results of our experiments are presented and discussed. The conclusions are described in Section 6.
Landmarks and Information Provided by Landmarks
Landmarks are defined as the time points of acoustic events that are consistently correlated to major articulatory movements [4, 8] . According to Park [8] , there are five different types of landmarks: the glottis landmark (g-landmark), sonorant landmark (s-landmark), burst landmark (b-landmark), vowel landmark (V-landmark), and glide landmark (G-landmark). Landmarks can identify articulator-free features of adjacent segments. For Mandarin, we sought to obtain the phonetic class information and phonetic boundary information according to landmarks.
Categories of Mandarin Initials and Finals
Mandarin is a syllabic centric language. Each Chinese character can be phonetically represented by a syllable and most Chinese syllables have the initial-final structure. Initial includes consonants and glides (semi-vowels). According to pronouncing methods, the consonants may be divided into five kinds (stops, fricatives, affricates, nasals, and laterals), and according to the vibration of vocal cords, the consonants may be divided into voiced consonants and unvoiced consonants (Table 1) . Finals have three kinds of structures (Table 2) : vowel, complex vowels (CV) and vowel or complex vowels ending with a nasal "n" and "ng" (CVN). Complex vowels are composed of two or more vowels. When the complex vowel sounds occur, the tongue position and lip shape change continuously and smoothly according to the order of the vowels. In the complex vowels, the tongue position and lip shape for two adjacent vowels interact with each other and eventually form a fixed pronunciation similar to a simple vowel [9] . Broad phonetic classes and phonetic boundary information can be determined from individual landmark types (Fig. 1) . A g-landmark marks a time when vocal folds start vibrating freely or when the vibration stops vibrating freely.
A +g landmark corresponds to the onset of vocal fold vibration and a -g landmark corresponds to the offset of the vocal fold vibration. According to the definition of g-landmark and the syllabic structure of Mandarin, the phonetic class information of segments adjacent to g-landmarks can be obtained. A +g landmark is located at the boundary between an unvoiced consonant initial and a final ("z" and "eng1" in Fig. 2 ), or at the boundary between a silent interval and a glide initial or a voiced consonant initial. A -g landmark is located at the boundary between a final and a silent interval, or at the boundary between a final and an unvoiced consonant initial ("eng1" and "j" in Fig. 2 ).
An s-landmark marks a time when the velopharyngeal port opens or closes during a sonorant sound. A +s landmark corresponds to the closing of the velopharyngeal port, and is located phonetically at the boundary between a voiced consonant initial and a final ("l" and "e0" in Fig. 2 ). A -s landmark corresponds to the opening of the velopharyngeal port. It is located at the boundary between a vowel final or a CV final and a voiced consonant initial ("ia1" and "l" in Fig. 2 ), or it is located inside a CVN final ("eng1" in Fig. 2 ) because the head of a CVN is a vowel and the tail of CVN is nasal.
A b-landmark marks a time when a stop or an affricate bursts (+b landmark), or a time when a turbulence noise ends in regions without glottal vibrations (-b landmark). A +b landmark is set at the boundary between a silent interval and a stop burst, or at the boundary between a silent interval and an affricate burst ("z" in Fig. 2) . Phonetically, the b-landmark is located inside a stop or affricate. In Mandarin, only the +b landmarks exist. The reason is that stops, fricatives, and affricates are initials and all of them must be followed closely by finals other than a silent interval. Consequently, -b landmarks, which correspond to the end of turbulence noises, will not appear. V-landmarks or G-landmarks mark the time when the effect of the vowel or glide on the acoustic signal is the most dominant. Thus V-landmarks are located within finals and G-landmarks are located within glides (Fig. 3) .
A vowel is produced with a maximum opening in the vocal tract, and a V-landmark can be located in the vowel where there is maximum amplitude in the low frequency range. In the pronouncing process of vowels, the amplitude in the low frequency range changes slowly and smoothly, so the V-landmarkcentered speech segment (VLCS) can be obtained according to the amplitude change. For a Vlandmark, its corresponding VLCS (Fig. 3 ) is a speech segment that contains this V-landmark, and this speech segment is within the final that the V-landmark belongs to. Meanwhile, the amplitude in the low frequency range changes slowly and smoothly in this speech segment.
Landmark Detected
In this paper, the +g landmark, -g landmark, +s landmark, and VLCS are detected to guide the decoding process of SSM. We adopted S. Liu's basic framework of general processing for landmark detection in [4] to find the candidates of landmarks. Then, the final landmarks were picked out at a selecting stage according to acoustic rules, where the energy criteria and duration criteria are applied.
General Processing
In general processing, a spectrogram is computed with a 6-ms Hanning window every 1 ms, and two frequency bands were defined, as shown in Table 3 . Then, the smoothing energy and energy ROR (Rate of Rise) data for each band were calculated in a coarse-processing (CP mean) pass and a fine-processing (FP) pass. In the next step, the peaks for each CP and FP ROR waveform with a local maximum or minimum value were found. The peaks had the same polarity with its ROR value. In the end, the final peaks were picked out from FP peaks using CP peaks as guides. A new peak-picking method is proposed in our approach. After ROR data Rori [t] for frame t in band 1 is calculated, where i = 1, and t = 0,1,…,T for the frames whose absolute ROR value is greater than 9 dB and that satisfy the requirement shown below were picked out first.
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Then, we looked at two segments [t-8, t] and [t, t+8] for frame t. If both pieces had more than half a point, except t whose absolute ROR values are all greater or smaller than t's, we kept the frame t down Lastly, just one peak with a maximum absolute ROR value was held and others were deleted in [t-10, t]. This method was executed in both coarse and fine processing.
G-Landmark Detection
The output of general processing peaks represent time points of abrupt energy changes in two bands. To locate g-landmarks, the peaks in band 1 are candidates because the energy in band 1 monitors the presence or absence of glottal vibration. Several energy and duration rules, designed from observation and acoustic knowledge, were used to select reliable unvoiced landmarks from peaks in band 1 and to remove others.
First of all, for two adjacent peaks within 20 ms with the same sign, the one with the maximum absolute ROR value was saved. After this processing, the peaks with small energy fluctuations caused by a bigger one were removed.
Second, a sentence must begin with a +peak, which labels the point at which the vocal folds start vibrating, and it must end with a -peak, which locates the stop of vibration.
The first valid +peak was found where the total energy of the segment between the +peak and the next -peak was larger than 40 dB, which made sure that this region was a speech segment. At the end of speech, if the last peak is a +peak, we deleted it until a valid -peak is the last one.
The +peaks and -peaks must be paired in speech corresponding to the beginning and termination of vocal folds' freely vibrating. For each +peak, the -peak before it locate the unvoiced speech segment. The -peak behind it labels the end of the voiced segment started at this +peak and a new unvoiced segment's start. In our system, for two adjacent +peaks, if they were within 200 ms, which is the maximum duration of syllable, the latter one was deleted because it is an energy jump for a new syllable's sonorant consonant. Otherwise, the one with a minimum absolute ROR value as deleted. For more than one -peak behind a +peak, the duration between the +peak and -peak must be longer than 80 ms, which is the minimum voiced segment duration. For connected -peaks, only the one with the maximum ROR value was kept. The energy rule, in which the average total energy in +/-peak duration must be larger than 40 dB, was used in here to remove creaky voiced speech segments. The +peak and -peak before it were removed if the energy rule was not satisfied.
Another energy a criterion was imposed to unvoiced segments where the average band 1 energy must be less than 45 dB, making sure that the vocal folds do not freely vibrate.
Finally, about 20% of the peaks were deleted, and the peaks left are the g-landmarks we looked for.
+s Landmark Detection
Based on the g-landmarks found previously, +s landmarks were then detected.
First, the ROR data Rori [t] for frame t in band 2 as calculated, where i = 2, and t = 0,1,…,T , and the frames whose ROR value was greater than 6 dB and satisfied the Eq. (1) were picked out first. Second, we looked at two segments [t-8, t] and [t, t+8] for frame t. If both pieces had more than half a point, except t whose absolute ROR values are all greater or smaller than t's, we kept the frame t down. Finally, just one peak with a maximum absolute ROR value was held and the others were deleted in [t-10, t].
After the previous process, if a reserved peak is between a +g/-g landmark pair, then the peak is identified as a +s landmark.
VLCS Detection
The detection method of V-landmarks has been proposed based on the algorithm proposed by Howitt [10] . Instead of using a recursive convex hull method, for every +g/-g landmark pair, two frames between them were found: +peak and -peak. +peak is the frame that has the greatest ROR value in band 1 and band 2, and the -peak is the frame that has the lowest ROR value in band 1 and band 2. If the ROR value of the +peak is below 5 dB, then the +g landmark replaces the current frame of the +peak. If the ROR value of the -peak is greater than -5 dB, then the current frame of the -g landmark replaces the -peak. Then, the speech segment between the +peak and -peak is considered to be VLCS.
Landmark-Driven SM Decoding

Stochastic Segment Model
The stochastic segment model (SSM) is one type of segment model. SSM represents the variable length observation sequence by a fixed length region sequence. So, a resample function is needed to map the observation segment   . The re-sampled frame is measured by "region" model, which is similar to conception of the state in HMM, and L is the fixed length of the region sequence in each SSM.
where, z     is the maximum integer no longer than z. The log-likelihood of a segment 1 N x given model α:
where, i r is the i-th region model in the segment model α. Usually, each region consists of Gaussian mixture models. The decoding of SSM is a two-level process [2] . The first level is segment classification. For a segment of speech m x  , which starts at τ and ends at m, the segment model α with the highest likelihood score is found first: Then, for each end point from 0 to T , the most suitable starting point τ is selected to construct a segment with the highest probability:
where,   * J m is the accumulated score of the best acoustic model sequence at end point m, c is the insertion factor for each segment, and Lext is the allowed maximum segment duration.
Decoding
In the first level process of SM decoding, the likelihood score of all candidate models must be calculated to get the most suitable model. Similarly, in the second level process of SM decoding, the likelihood score of all possible speech segments with different starting points must be calculated. Thus, a lot of data and computed resources are needed.
Landmarks can provide the phonetic class information of the segments adjacent to landmarks. According to the information, some segment models can be penalized or be directly removed without calculating their probability in the first level process of decoding. At the same time, landmarks can also provide the boundary information of initials and finals. Therefore, in the second level process of SM decoding, some speech segments can be directly removed without calculating their probability according to the boundary information. Thus, the decoding of SM can be accelerated.
In the second level process of SM decoding (Eq. (5)) for each end point, it is obvious that the most suitable starting point t is located at the boundary between the initial and final. If all the boundary information between initials and finals can be obtained according to landmarks, then only the speech segments whose start points are near the landmarks are left. And the probabilities of those speech segments are calculated to get the most suitable starting point τ. Eq. (4) can be modified as:
where, Lnear represents the landmark that not only can provide the boundary information, but is also nearest to the end point m. d is the offset value. However, in practice, it is impossible to identify all the boundary information only according to landmarks. For example, it is difficult to set a clear boundary between a glide initial and a final, and the V-landmarks and G-landmarks cannot provide this boundary information. According to Section 2, both the g-landmark and s-landmark can provide the boundary information of initials and finals, but the -s landmark may also be inside finals. So, only the g-landmark and +s landmark must be located at the boundary between the initial and final. In the case where speech segments whose start points are behind the landmark are left, Eq. (5) is modified as:
In practice, the detection result of s-landmarks is unreliable [4, 5] . Therefore, in the following experiment only the boundary information provided by g-landmarks is used.
The idea described above is how to guide the decoding of SM using the boundary information provided by landmarks. On the other hand, the non-boundary region information provided by landmarks can also be integrated into the process of decoding.
A vowel is produced with a maximum opening in the vocal tract, and a V-landmark can be located in the vowel where there is a maximum amplitude in the low frequency range. In the pronouncing process of vowels, the amplitude in the low frequency range changes slowly and smoothly, so the VLCS can be obtained according to the amplitude change. For a V-landmark, its corresponding VLCS (Fig. 2) is a speech segment that contains this V-landmark, and this speech segment is within the final that the Vlandmark belongs to. Meanwhile, the amplitude in the low frequency range changes slowly and smoothly in this speech segment.
Because VLCS is located within finals other than at the boundary, in the second level process of SM decoding (Eq. (5)), any of speech segments whose start and end points are both located within the VLCS will be directly removed without calculating their probability and Eq. (6) is modified as:
where, Vs is the start point of a VLCS and Ve is the end point.
In the first level process of SM decoding (Eq. (4)), if the starting point of current speech segment is near a landmark that can provide boundary information, some candidate models that are inconsistent with phonetic class information provided by the landmark will be directly removed without calculating their probability. For example, if the start point of the current speech segment is near a +g landmark, the candidate models must represent finals or glides, and their previous models must represent unvoiced consonants or silent intervals. If the start point of current speech segment is near a -g landmark, the candidate models must represent unvoiced consonants or a silent interval, and their previous models must represent finals.
Not all boundaries can be determined by landmarks. Therefore, the method only applies to the situation where the landmark used is close enough from the end point to ensure there are no other boundaries between the landmark and the end point.
Experiments and Analysis
The Chinese National Hi-Tech Project 863 for Mandarin LVCSR system development provided the data corpus applied in our experiments. Eighty-three male speakers' data was employed for training (48,373 sentences, 55.6 hours) and six male speakers' for testing (240 sentences, 17.1 minutes). There are 24 syllable initials and 37 syllable finals in our Mandarin phonetic set. Each syllable final has five tones. The baseline was a context-dependent triphone SM recognition system built by Tang et al. [2] . To make the experiments comparable, a continuous density HMM (CDHMM) was developed as the baseline of HMM by HTK V3.2.1 [11] . The structure of HMM is left to right with 5 states, 3 emitting distributions and no state skipping, except the "sp" (short pause) model with 3 states and 1 emitting distribution. Sixteen Gaussian mixtures modeled each emitting distribution. A bigram language model with 48,188 words was used in both HMM and SM systems.
Landmark Detection
The results on the test set showed that most g-landmarks are near the corresponding boundaries (Table 4 ). Criterion 1 in Table 4 represents that the current landmark is before the corresponding boundary and the distance between the landmark and its corresponding boundary is less than 60 ms. Criterion 2 represents that the current landmark is after the corresponding boundary and that the distance between the landmark and its corresponding boundary is less than 60 ms. The boundary information was provided by forced alignment. "Corr" in Table 4 represents a proportion of +g/+s landmarks that met Criterion 1 or a proportion of -g landmarks that met Criterion 2. The detection result of VLCS on the test set is shown in Table 5 . The third column is the sum of frames contained by all VLCSs, and the fourth column is the time of these frames. "Corr" in Table 5 represents a proportion of VLCS that are located within their corresponding finals. 
Experimental Setup and Result Analysis
System1 integrated the boundary information provided by g-landmarks into the process of decoding. Because most +g landmarks were located before the corresponding boundaries provided by forced alignment, the value of Lext in Eq. (7) was set to 0 when the current landmark was a +g landmark. Most -g landmarks are located behind the corresponding boundaries and the distance between a -g landmark and its corresponding boundary (Distance2) was also less than 60 ms, so the value of Lext in Eq. (7) was set to 60 ms when the current landmark was a -g landmark. The recognition results and decoding time of the HMM system and the baseline system are shown in the second and third rows of Table 6 , and the recognition results and decoding time of the system by using g-landmarks are shown in the fourth row. Compared with the baseline system, the decoding time of system1 was reduced by 3.8 minutes. Meanwhile, the performance was slightly worse than the baseline system because of a few recognition errors by g-landmarks. System2 incorporates the VLCSs to system1 to guide the decoding process. The result can be seen in the fifth row of Table 6 . Compared with system1, the decoding time of system2 was reduced by 3.1 minutes, and the recognition accuracy slightly declined.
Finally, the phonetic class information provided by the b-landmarks was used for pruning the candidate models in system3. If the current landmark was a +g landmark, the triphone models in which the left phonetic was an unvoiced consonant or silent interval and the middle phonetic was a final or glide were left. The rest of the models in the candidate set were directly removed. If the current landmark was a -g landmark, the triphone models in which the left phonetic was a final and the middle phonetic was an unvoiced consonant or silent interval were left. The results of the method are shown in the sixth row of Table 6 . Compared with system2, although the WER (%) increased by 0.57, the decoding time of system3 was reduced by 6.5 minutes (17%).
Compared with the baseline system, the recognition accuracy of system3 decreased slightly. The reason is that we reduced the search space using information provided by landmarks, but not all landmarks can be reliably detected. Thus, a few correct paths were be removed because of the incorrect detecting of landmarks. Nonetheless, the recognition performance of system3 still outperforms the HMM system. Since the running time of HMM with a language model built by HTK is much slower than real systems, we did not compare it with the SSM system.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a preliminary framework to integrate phonetic landmarks into the segmentbased Mandarin speech recognition system. The results showed that about 30% decoding time can be saved without there being an obvious influence on recognition accuracy and have demonstrated the potential of the framework.
